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All the tools, templates, and techniques you need to execute a testing plan on different platforms and servers      

Automated Web Testing Toolkit      

Due to deadline constraints and rapidly evolving technologies, Web testing is often an overlooked aspect of development. Companies risk losing hundreds of thousands––even millions––of dollars without a secure testing process in place. As online businesses continue to grow, a lack of testing can lead to skyrocketing costs, interrupted workflow, and a loss of customers, and may ultimately mar a company’s reputation. This critical book focuses exclusively on software testing in a Web environment and provides a comprehensive working resource for developers, programmers, software engineers, and Webmasters responsible for developing Web applications.       

Offering a clear description of the technical aspects of developing and testing code, this book also illustrates how to manage a software project from inception to full execution and how to perform follow-up enhancements. Expert Diane Stottlemyer presents a reliable way to build and perform full-functionality Web testing and explains the code enhancements for adding features to existing applications and regression testing.       

Providing essential and informative insights to Web testing, the material covers:      

	Processes, methodology, and security measures
	Web site and risk management
	How to test in different languages (XML, HTML, Java, VBScript, etc.) and databases (Oracle, SQL Server, etc.)
	Preparing the environment for testing
	Capacity and regression testing
	Running tests, analyzing the results, and documentation


The CD-ROM includes customizable templates, sample test plans, cases, scripts and scenarios, a resource listing with links, and access to sample tools.          

       About the Author
   

DIANE STOTTLEMYER is a certified software test engineer and information technology expert with more than ten years’ experience. She has consulted for several Fortune 500 companies–including IBM and Wachovia–and has designed test plans, scripts, cases, and scenarios for many different projects. She teaches IT and Internet Business courses for AOL, ElementK, Connected University, Franklin University, and Capella University, and has published several articles with Lectures Online.      
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Charmaine Solomon's Asian FavouritesAllen & Unwin, 2001

	In this volume, Charmaine Solomon guides the reader step by step through Asia's most popular dishes. Recipes featured come from Thailand, Burma, Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, India, Sri Lanka, Japan, Korea and China. The more than 130 recipes include Tom Yum Goong, Laksa Lemak, Pho, Lamb Korma, Sushi, Fried Rice and Beef in...
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Mastering matplotlibPackt Publishing, 2015

	A practical guide that takes you beyond the basics of matplotlib and gives solutions to plot complex data


	About This Book

	
		Customize, configure, and handle events, and interact with figures using matplotlib
	
		Create highly intricate and complicated graphs using matplotlib
	...
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VMware vSphere 5.x Datacenter Design CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	This recipe-driven tutorial is the easy way to master VMware vSphere to design a virtual datacenter. You'll learn in simple steps that cover everything from initial groundwork to creating professional design documentation.


	Overview

	
		Innovative recipes, offering numerous practical solutions when...
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iText in ActionManning Publications, 2010

	
		With iText, one can transform PDF documents into live, interactive applications quickly and easily. This free and open source library for Java and .NET is the leading tool of its kind, and was primarily developed and maintained by Bruno Lowagie, the author of this book.

	
		iText in Action, Second Edition offers an...
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Excel 2010 Just the Steps For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Welcome to the world of Microsoft Excel, the most popular and powerful spreadsheet program in the world. You may ask: “What is a spreadsheet program?” A spreadsheet program is a computer program that features a huge grid designed to display data in rows and columns. You can use it to perform mathematical, logical, and other types...
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Encyclopedia Of Database Technologies And ApplicationsIdea Group Publishing, 2005
There are a myriad of new directions in which databases are growing, presenting new and exciting challenges that promise flux in the whole society, because of the impact and changes the database systems have provoked almost everywhere in modern life. This ranges from the way the organizations operate and make their business decisions, to the use of...
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